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Introduction.No longerarebiologists
contentto peerthroughthe
oculars of a microscope. Eyes have been replaced by digital cameras.
Instead of manual control of microscope stages,filters and light sources,
modern microscopeshave become frrlly robotic. Image acquisition and
robotic movements require computer control. With such equipment it is
possibleto automatically record imagesat multiple wavelengths,carry out
timeJapse recordings of living cells using very short exposuretimes and
lowlight doses,and evento record imagesat multiple positions (e.g.froma
multi-well plate) without operator intervention. Clearly, computer control
of light microscope image acquisition is making many new experimental
imaging strategiespossiblein the biological sciences.
A very important part of this technological advancement is the
softwarethat controls the equipment. There are currently about 15 commercial software packagesavailable for light microscope image acquisition.
However, each package usually controls a limited number of hardware
components. Thus, in a lab with equipment from different vendors, it is
often necessaryto buy and master the use of multiple software packagesfor
controlling multiple microscopes.Many of the softwarepackagesavailable
cram a large number of features into the package,making it hard to figure
out how to operate the software. Moreover, the software is expensive,
perhaps not a problem for well-funded laboratories,but an impediment
for smaller labs and teaching environments. Lastly and most importantly
it is not possiblefor end-usersto modi$' or adapt the software (other than
'macro
through nonstandard and often ineffective
solutions). Cutting
edgeresearchwill alwaysdemand novel imaging strategies- which cannot possibly have been forseen during the creation of a software package
- thus full adaptability of the software is extremely important for many
current and future experiments.
To remedy this situation, our lab has started a project to develop
an Open Sourcemicroscope image acquisition software packagethat we
'pManager'.
havenamed
pManager is available,free of charge,along with
its sourcecode at http://micro-manager.org. The software was designed
in a highly modular way making it easyto add support for new hardware
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Fig.1: y,Managersoftwarewas designedin a moilular fashion
threedistinctlayers.
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or to otherwise adapt the software (discussedbelow). pManager runs asa
plugin to Imagef (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ijl), which is awidelyused, freely
available, image analysis package written in ]ava by Wayne Rasband at the
NIH. Like Imagef, pManager works on Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux
(however,not all hardware is supported on eachplatform due to a scarcity
of device drivers for platforms other than Windows). pManager already
works with many hardware components (microscopes from Zeiss and
Nikon, camerasfrom Hamamatsu,Andor, Roper/Photometrics,Qlmaging
and DVC, and peripherals from Ludl, Prior, ASI and Sutter; for a current
list see:http://micro-manager.orglsupport.php). Through a simple to use
interface, microscopists can take individual snap-shots,perform timelapse imaging, take z-seriesand multi-channel images as well as use any
combination of these acquisition strategies.
An Open Standard for microscope device control through modular
design. The pManager software was designedin a modular fashion with
three distinct layers (Fig. l). At the bottom there is alayer of 'Device
adapters'that interfacesto the actual device drivers or talks to the hardware through serial, USB, or other ports. Next, there is the central'Core'
that integratesall basic functionality. The Core exports its capabilitiesto
higher levelsthrough an interface that is computer languageindependent.
Therefore, it is possible to use the pManager functionality from many
different environments. For instance, one can interface with pManager
from Matlab, a popular development environment (for a project aiming
to develop pManager in a complete Matlab toolbox, seehtp://www.mcb.
ucdavis.edu/facultyJabs/scholey/Roy/Roboscope.html). Both the Core
and the device adapterswere written in C++, and can be compiled on
many different platforms. We developedthe user interface in fava, which
also runs on multiple platforms. Becauseof the modular structure of the
pManager software,it is straight-forward to add support for new hardware
devices.Once a new deviceadaper is written, it can be directly usedby the
existing pManager software (i.e.,no changesto the rest of the software are
required). To assistusersand instrumentation companiesin writing these
device adapters,we havewritten a device developer'skit (http://www.micromanager.org/downloads.php?object=devkit).A programmer with some
experiencewriting C++ code can use this kit to develop device adapters,
independentfrom the pManager developmentteam,most likelyin about a
weelis time. Severalcompanies have already contributed (DVC, Qimaging)
or are working (Scion) on pManager adaptersfor their hardware. We also
havereceived device adaptersfrom plManagerusersand hope that more will
be contributed in the near future. Through thesecommunity efforts, the list
ofhardware supportedbypManager will continue to grow, and the modular
designofpManager guaranteesthat the user can add support for hardware
(which is not the casewith closedsource,commercial software).
Another interesting consequenceof the modular architecture of the
pManager softwareis that third party software can also interface with the
pManager Core and therewith automatically gains control of all hardware
that works with pManager. Due to the liberal licensing terms, even commercial software packagescan use this approach. Thus, the pManager
deviceinterface can growinto an open-accessindustry standard,enabling
commercial companiesand researchersto extend its functionality without
restrictions. Writing a pManager device adapter is all that is required to
make a deviceworkwith multiple software packagesunder multiple computer Operating Systems.Clearly, adaptation of such a standard (asopposed
to the current industry-wide trend of providing Windows-only software
developmentkits for microscopehardware) will reduce developmentcost,
guaranteeinter-operability of all hardware and software adapting to the
standard, and therefore be beneficial to microscopists and instrumentation companiesalike.
Using the pManager software. Upon startup, the user is first asked
to specify a configuration file. This configuration file tells the software
what hardware is connected to the computer and also lists a number of
configuration presets (shortcuts to set multiple parts of the microscope
systemto a specific state). The configuration file is a human readabletext
file and can be edited directly, although the built-in configuration wizard

All componentsof the systemcan be controlled individually. To do so,
selectTools -> Device/property browser. A window will open showing all
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property browser is cumbersome;therefore pManager usesconfiguration
presetsto make it faster to operateand automate the microscope.
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The right top part ofthe window harbors configuration presets. These
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are shortcuts allowing one to set multiple components of the system to a
I toqld.tdesired state. For instance, one could define a configuration preset that
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configuration presetwould be called'FITC' (in the group'Channel') that
moves filters needed for FITC imaging in place. Testing out the democonfigurations(seeFig. 2) will provide an idea ofwhat can be accomplished;
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4 however,it is most insightful to createa new configuration. To do so,Press
'+'button
the
towards the center of the window. After naming the new
and preset editors make it easier to alter this file (seebelow). A demo' configuration group, the user is presentedwith a window listing all the
'Usd
'virtual' (emulated)
column for
camerasand other properties in the system(Fig. 3). Check the boxesin the
configuration file, which defines
equipment is included, making it possibleto test the softwarewithout us- those componentsthat should be setin this preset. Name the presetin top
ing real hardware. To instruct pManager about the hardware attachedto ofthe window. Set the selectedproperties to the desired state and press
the computer,the user can run the hardware configuration wizard (found OK to createthe preset.Multiple configuration presetscan be made in each
'Tools'
menu). This wizard goesthrough a number of stepsto group. By placing the mouse on top of the name of a configuration preset,
under the
figure out the hardware setup and will eventually savethe information in a tooltip will appearshowing which equipment will be affected(and how)
'Savd
by the preset. Pressingthe
button next to the configuration presets
a configuration file.
Once the configuration file is loaded, the main pManager window will savethe presetsto the configuration file.
The Acquisition button in the main windows opens up the'Multi-diwill becomeactive (Fig. 2). This window lets the user take images('Snap),
get continuous data from the camera('Live'), setthe exposuretime, change mensional Acquisition window, which lets one setup time-lapses,z-series
binning and gain ofthe camera, and set (and delete) regions ofinterest. and multi-channel imaging. Channels are actually the configuration presets
A histogram of the last acquired image is shown in the bottom part of the defined above, so that creative configuration presets enable interesting
applicationwindow. The imagesacquiredwith the'Snap'and'Livd buttons acquisition strategies. Acquired images open up in a multi-dimensional
are displayedin Imagef windows and Image] can operateon theseimages image window (Fig. 4, based on the Image] Image5D plugin by foachim
aswell. Setting a region of interest (ROI) is asstraight forward asdrawing Walter).
a box in an acquired image and pressingthe ROI button (the subsequent th:2i:. i.10i 19:i 1It. 3r$i3rg
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acquisitionswill onlyuse this ROI). pManageris not continuouslyquerying
all attachedhardware to find out whether changeshave taken place, but
'Refresh
the
button will instruct pManager to query the attached hardware
about its current state.
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Fig.4: Multi-dimensionalimagewindow basedon theImagelImage|D
plugin by loachim Walter.
The future. Our aim in starting the pManager project was to develop a
usefirltool for microscopists.We hope that pManager will gatherevenmore
support asa growing community of users,developers,and instrumentation
companiesall contribute to this increasingly potent tool for microscopy.
Sucha community effort appearsto be the best wayto createan affordable,
yet powerful and adaptable software for microscope control. Be a part
of this project by downloading the software and giving it a try (it can be
installed sideby sidewith existing software). Your feedback(preferablyto
the pManager mailing list: https://lists.sourceforge.net/lists/listinfo/micromanager-general)is important for the future of pManager.
pManager development was supported by a grant from the Sandler
Foundation. I
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